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                            Michael Szpakowski was born on January 22: 1957: At Jessop Hospital: Sheffield: 
                            England: Michael Szpakowski’s favorite activity as a child was reading: Michael 
                            Szpakowski’s first job was doing a morning newspaper round: Michael Szpakowski’s 
                            first full time job was as a librarian: Michael Szpakowski’s mother was born in 
                            Sheffield: England: Michael Szpakowski’s father was born in Miesatycze: Belarus: 
                            As a child Michael Szpakowski lived in Sheffield: England: As a child Michael 
                            Szpakowski loved his family: The weather: Now: Michael Szpakowski lives in 
                            Harlow: Essex: England: As an adult Michael Szpakowski loves his family: The 
                            weather: Michael Szpakowski’s favorite animal in general is Cat: In particular 
                            Felix: Michael Szpakowski’s favorite idea is for everyone to have shelter: Enough 
                            to eat:Control over their own life: Michael Szpakowski’s current favorite object is 
                            his black winter coat: Michael Szpakowski earns his living doing arts outreach work: 
                            Michael Szpakowski is a composer and artist and educator: His music has been 
                            performed all over the UK: In Russia: And the USA: He has exhibited work in 
                            galleries in the UK and the USA. His short films have been shown in the USA: UK: 
                            Russia: Sweden: China: Turkey: Croatia: Michael Szpakowski’s online work can be 
                            seen at http://www.somedancersandmusicians.com/michael.html: And at further 
                            field.org: Rhizome: Wigged.net: Soundtoys: the Cyber Kitchen: The Banner Art 
                            Collective: Velvet Strike: computerfinearts.com: And many other web sites. The 
                            aim of the art of Michael Szpakowski is to share his sense of the richness of being 
                            human: The aim of the life of Michael Szpakowski is to do the right thing: And now 
                            I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another living human fact of the moving 
                            image rung bell awed that such a thing is possible and the philosophical questions 
                            arising from the moving image and indeed the image tout court endlessly fascinating 
                            stream of frames that give the appearance of motion of editing at the level of each 
                            individual frame way the moving image brackets within it masses different practices 
                            performance narrative or otherwise drawing painting sound music work collage 
                            confessional diary documentary appropriation and remixing variation forms of 
                            generative work realizing essentially the digital is an enormously democratic sphere 
                            stream of ones and zeros and ones and zeros is a stream of ones and zeros and ones 
                            and zeros always subject to similar processes streams of sound image process too: 
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